COVID GUIDANCE COMPLIANCE

BE SURE YOU ARE WEARING YOUR FACE SHIELD AND FACE MASK. HAVE HAND SANITIZER AVAILABLE ON SITE.

USE ONE SET OF PRODUCTS FOR DISPLAY — WRAP, BAG OR COVER THEM WITH CLEAR PLASTIC.

USE TWO TABLES TO HELP WITH SOCIAL DISTANCING.

HAVE THE CUSTOMER PULL THE PRODUCT FROM THE CASE
STOREFRONT SALES GUIDELINES

GENERAL
The following guidelines were created using information published by the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and US Food & Drug Administration (FDA). These protocols have been established for any unit selling product at or near a retail establishment:

• Product will be distributed by unit for any specific storefront sale shift. Inventory is not taken from family inventory checked out from unit kernel.
• Unit kernel provides clear communication of protocols to unit volunteers and families.
• Have families make appointments for pickup of inventory from unit inventory to avoid contamination. Families picking up from unit storage should be wearing personal protection equipment (PPE).
• Designate a specific pickup area where your product is stored.

PROCESS/SET-UP
• One adult checks in with vendor.
• Use pictures/poster or ONE sample of each product for display. These same specific containers should be used for all shifts. Cover samples with clear plastic. Use a second table in front of the display to provide separation of customers from displayed items.
• Enable social distancing. Establish lines or marking for patrons to enable them to stand at least 6’ apart.
• Accommodate seniors and those with disabilities.
• Hand sanitizer (minimum 60% alcohol) available onsite for volunteers and customers.
• **Product for store front and wagon sales come from unit inventory, not ‘kits’ given to the scouts.**
• Stay a minimum of 6ft from entry, using pop-up tents for coverage. If Scouts are allowed into the vestibule, they must be able to maintain 6’ social distancing.
• Preferably only consumer touches product by pulling from case. If the unit must pull, ensure hand sanitizer is used often. (minimum 60% alcohol)
• One adult handles all cash wearing gloves and using hand sanitizer often.
• Sanitize table/chairs etc.: at each shift change and as necessary throughout the shift.
• Usage of—PPE for adults and youth at storefront sales; hand sanitizer (minimum 60% alcohol), face masks, face sneeze shields. Avoid touching eyes, nose, mouth with unwashed hands. Practice good respiratory etiquette — cover your cough.

HEALTH
• Temperature checks taken by adult and reported to unit to be entered in log. Temperature should be taken for all unit/family member that will be onsite.
• If the Scout or family member is feeling ill the family should contact their unit leader and relinquish their shift.